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Gramene Datasets
MARKERS: A key primary source for information about maps and markers of various types.
The marker information includes, name, synonyms, source species, map positions and its associations to other markers in the database. It also provides SSR prediction Toolkit.

MAPS/CMAP: A perfect online resource for viewing the standalone versions of genetic, physical and sequence maps from major cereal crop plants. It also allows comparing them for inter
and intraspecific genetic colinearity.
GENOMES: Hosting data integration and visualization tools for genome annotations and genome comparisons. The list of available genomes is growing, and includes the Rice-Japonica
(Oryza sativa), Rice-Indica (Oryza sativa), Red Rice (Oryza rufipogon), Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) genomes, and the maize genome information is provided via a link to maizesequence.org.
BLAST: Search for DNA and peptide sequence similarities with rice and several other major
cereal crops. Refine your results, or view HSP (Full form of HSP) in the genome browser.

PROTEINS: Search for protein(s) of interest, locate information on its functional characterization and get best hits to the rice gene models.
GENES: Get information about genes and alleles, their associations to important phenotypes,
functions, sequences and citations.
QTL: Use this module to find qualitative trait locus (QTL) associated with traits from major
cereal crops and their map positions on genetic and sequence maps.

DIVERSITY: Search for genotype and phenotype information on rice, maize, and wheat germplasm accessions.

PATHWAYS: It is a home for the metabolic pathway database for rice, called RiceCyc. It allows
users to browse, search and compare pathways from multiple plant sources, and provides a
tool to overlay and view your expression, proteomics and metabolomics data on pathways in
real time.
ONTOLOGIES: Find keywords for plant structure, growth stages, traits, molecular function,
biological process, cellular component, environment and taxonomy and links to the associated data sets e.g. genes, QTL, maps and proteins.
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GRAMENE

Gramene is a comparative genomics database
with tools to visualize and analyze data using
genetic, genomic, proteomic, and biochemical
data from cereal crops and other model
organisms.
Gramene uses ontologies in collaboration with
the Gene Ontology and Plant Ontology
Consortia to describe gene function, genes
expression and phenotypic variation.
Researchers who have published data that is not
currently in the Gramene database are
encouraged to contact Gramene to request
curation of their articles.

A Resource for Comparative
Grass Genomics

LITERATURE: Find articles about curated genes, proteins, QTL, markers, and maps.

The Gramene project is a collaboration
between Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory and
Cornell University, NY, USA.
Funded by a PGI grant from the National
Science Foundation, and supported by the
USDA Agricultural Research Service, it was
previously supported by an IFAFS grant from
the USDA Cooperative State Research and
Education Service (CSREES).
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WEB SITE:

www.gramene.org
CONTACT:

gramene@gramene.org
or use “Feedback” link from the website

Genes

Data details include species,
symbols, names, synonym,
germplasm, marker type,
source, literature abstracts
and authors, accession numbers, and curator comments.
Primary data is integrated so
that users may move fluidly
from one module to another
by associated data including
map positions, associated
markers, sequences, associated ontologies, database cross
references, associations, images and germplasm, among
others.
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Complex & Evolutionary data

Get information on protein families,
Link to external datasources.
Synteny - Use comparative genomics to identify functional elements
and sequence variants that may have
phenotypic consequences
Diversity Data - compare genotypes
and phenotypes for loci from various
germplasm.
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